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publity to sell majority stake of PREOS – Thomas Olek resigned as CEO – publity issues digital twin of PREOS
share - Target up to Euro 55.00, Buy rating affirmed
Yesterday, the company announced that it aims to sell a majority stake of its
PREOS shares to a strategic investor, probably effective 2Q 2021. More details are yet to be released, however, we could imagine that the investor is
from overseas, probably Asia, and wants to gain access to the German and
European market. We believe a sale of 60% to 70% of the PREOS shares
held by publity could be targeted, giving the new investor a holding rate of
more than 50% of PREOS, while retaining a share of more than 25%, as
originally targeted by 2023. Regarding a sales price, we believe a price of
about 10% to 25% on top of the current market value of PREOS to be reasonable. This would translate into a share price of Euro 10.00 to Euro 11.50
per share and should be significantly on top of the current book value. The
value for the entire PREOS shares currently held by publity would thus
amount to more than Euro 900m alone.
Furthermore, over the course of the recent weeks, publity reported several
news regarding its assets under management, the tokenization of some
shares of its subsidiary PREOS, and a change in management.
On the sales side, publity recorded two sales in the recent weeks. In December, a commercial property held by GORE, an indirect subsidiary of publity,
was sold. The object had a plot size of 25k sqm and was located in Waltrop.
A second object, a 7.5k sqm office building located in Neu-Isenburg, was
sold in January. The purchase prices were not disclosed, however we expect
a lucrative return.
In November, the firm announced to issue a digital twin of the PREOS
share, of which the company held 86%. publity is offering up to 14 million
of its PREOS shares in a public offering, which is at the same time a step in
the process to reduce the holding in PREOS to 25.01% by 2023. PREOS
thus became the first company in the world whose shares are digitally securitized by a Blockchain-based token. The initial offer includes 50 million tokens, while the medium to long-term goal is a volume of 1 billion token.
Each token represents one share. The token is based on the Ethereum Blockchain, guarantees essential shareholder rights, including dividend and voting, and can also be exchange into conventional shares at any time. With the
tokenization, publity intents to underline its technological pioneering role.
As of year-end 2020, Thomas Olek resigned as CEO of the company, taking
on a consultancy role for the firm from now on. He will remain a majority
shareholder however. Thus, the management board now consists of Frank
Schneider and Stephan Kunath, both of which are very experienced as they
were already on the board prior to the resignation and have been with the
company and in the industry for a long time. We are confident, that they will
continue to lead the company successfully in the coming years.
We continue to stick to our forecast for 2020 and see this confirmed by
the latest developments despite the Covid-19 pandemic. As for the current year 2021 and the following years we maintain our forecast for the
time being as well, until news about the finalization of the sale of the
PREOS shares will be reported. Given the expected to be realized value
of the PREOS share package by itself, we lift our target for the publity
share from Euro 50.00 to Euro 55.00 and confirm our Buy rating.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths

 The Management Board is well experienced and has been with the company and in

the industry for a long time.
 High-quality network, which is crucial for publity´s business model.
 A great added value results from the high-quality database with more than 9,500

properties by linking consistent data with innovative technology. This enables ongoing investment activity and very good access to attractive properties.
 The excellent track record is proven by more than 1,150 Transactions, which also

proved the efficiency of the standardized process and the implementation security
when handling the deals. This results in a high level of trustworthiness in the market.
 Asset management contracts are concluded with a term of 5 years including the

Evergreen option. The current average contract duration is 3.6 years
 By positioning itself in two main and one additional business area, publity has a

stable business model. The concentration risk is reduced by a broad investor environment.
 Like the entire industry, the company's success depends to a certain extent on the

Weaknesses

economic trend
 The valuation of the company is based exclusively on the DCF valuation, as a NAV

observation in the context of current developments has a low significance.
 The publity share has so far been listed in the lower transparency level Open Market

/ Scale in Frankfurt and on XETRA.
 As a flexible investor, publity has a significant advantage when it comes to buying

Opportunities

decisions and speed of implementation compared to players with rigid purchase criteria
 The anchoring of low interest rate policies by leading global central banks confirms

a high probability that interest rates, as the most important valuation factor in the real
estate industry, will remain advantageously low.
 The very good liquidity situation favors real estate as a stable asset class given the

volatility of other asset classes, such as equities. This constellation should continue
to drive demand in the real estate sector.
 Further growth in assets under management and expansion of the investor base are

planned.
 Fierce competition in real estate asset management and investment poses certain

Threats

obstacles when it comes to accessing promising properties.
 Project-dependent sales naturally depend on the acquisition of asset management
mandates.
 The market risk affects all companies in the real estate industry and should therefore
be seen as a general one. In connection with the general trend towards the home office and the current recession due to the corona virus, we see general risks for the
real estate sector and the office segment.
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publity a pioneer by issuing a digital twin of PREOS share
In August 2020, the company announced the plans to issue a block-chain based
PREOS token and followed up on that plan with public offer on 24 November 2020.
With that step, the company wants to open a new chapter on the capital markets as a
pioneer, as the PREOS token is the world's first digital asset that grants its owners
the rights and responsibilities of a stock. The initial offer includes 50 million PREOS
tokens, while the medium to long-term goal is a volume of 1 billion token. The necessary PREOS shares are provided from the publity portfolio. In a first step, publity has already tokenized PREOS shares worth Euro 230m, representing 25 million
tokens. Furthermore, a public offer has started on 24 November and will run until 22
November 2021.
The token is based on the Ethereum Blockchain and guarantees essential shareholder
rights, such as dividend and voting rights. Each token represents one share, and can
at any time be exchanged into a PREOS share. The respective shares are placed with
a trustee, who is instructed to hold and exercise all rights and obligations related with
the trust shares. The tokens can be initially purchased from publity and are freely
transferable afterwards. The tokens will not be traded publicly, however, an OCT
trading platform is to be operated by the issuer. We are awaiting further news in that
regard soon.

Source: PREOS Homepage

By issuing the token, publity wants to make real estate digitally and globally investable. This could also help to broaden the shareholder basis of its subsidiary PREOS.
While there are also some additional risks in regards to investing in a token, benefits
for the investors include reduced transaction and deposit fees, as well as accessibility
regardless of location and infrastructure.
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Deals & Achievements 2020 and early 2021
Strong activity &
completions

After the dynamic development was always emphasized, this strategy could also be
implemented in 2020. An overview of the deals and achievements for 2020 and early
2021 can be found below:

April 2020:
- publity successfully completes purchase of the Centurion office tower in
Frankfurt a.M.
May 2020:
- publity secures full letting in Essen property - new lease with university
hospital
- publity closes sales success for office property at Dortmund Airport
July 2020:
- publity sells property near Munich as an asset manager
August 2020:
- publity completes renovation of 25,500 sqm of corporate real estate in Essen - police headquarters move in
September 2020:
- Sale of an office property in a central location in Hamburg
- publity sells 100,000 square meters of property in Essen-Bredeney to SIGNA
December 2020:
- Sale of a commercial property in North Rhine-Westphalia
January 2021:
- Sale of long-term leased office property in Neu-Isenburg
- MC 30 office building now fully let after lease extension with Hessian state
authority

Financing measures in 2020
The business dynamism was already underpinned in 2019 by important financing
Broadening financial base
on debt & equity side

agreements with major financing partners such as Meritz (Euro 141m) and Helaba
(over Euro 200m), which was finalized in January 2020. The following is an overview of the financing activities for the recently ended year 2020:
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January 2020:
- Convertible bonds with a nominal volume of Euro 4.1m have already been converted
- publity receives another tranche of Euro 56m from financing partner Meritz, who
has meanwhile invested Euro 141m in publity.
- publity concludes financing with Helaba of over Euro 200m for property purchases

April 2020:
- Thomas Olek has acquired more than 120.000 shares since the start of the Covid 19
Pandemic with a total volume of about Euro 4m, showcasing the trust he places in
the company despite the turbulent times.

May 2020:
- publity to issue corporate bond as announced in January,while the issue was post
poned in March due to the Corona pandemic to autumn 2020.
- Thomas Olek continued acquiring further significant amounts of publity shares.
- The majority shareholder of publity AG publishes a voluntary public purchase offerto the holders of the convertible bond 2015/2020.

June 2020:
- publity raises Euro 50m by issuing the first tranche of the 5.5% corporate bond.
New long-term equity investor with lock-up 12-24
months

- publity expands its investor base and wins new investors for 49% of the shares, for
which a lock-up period of between 12 and 24 months has been agreed. The free float
is now 62% and Thomas Olek's stake is further reduced to 38%.

August 2020:
AuM to grow to
Euro 10bn by 2023

- publity AG plans to grow its assets under management to Euro 10bn by 2023.
- publity raises additional debt capital of Euro 25m by increasing corporate bond
(2020/2025) volume to Euro 75m.

September 2020:
Corporate Bond:
Euro 100m already raised

- additional debt capital of Euro 25m raised. Corporate Bond (2020/2025) volume
increased to Euro 100m.

November 2020:
convertible bond fully repaid

- publity fully repaid the 2015/2020 convertible bond with a volume of Euro 50m.
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Please note:
The share price mentioned in this report is from 26 January 2021. publity AG mandated SRC
Research for covering the share.
Disclaimer © 2021: This equity research report is published by: SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH,
Klingerstr. 23, D-60313 Frankfurt, Germany (short name: SRC Research). All rights reserved.
Although we feel sure that all information in this SRC report originates from carefully selected sources with
high credibility, we cannot give any guarantee for accuracy, trueness and completeness. All opinions quoted in
this report give the current judgement of the author which is not necessarily the same opinion as SRC-Scharff
Research und Consulting GmbH or another staff member. All the opinions and assessment made in this report
may be changed without prior notice. Within the scope of German regulative framework the author and SRCScharff Research und Consulting GmbH do not assume any liability for this document or its content being used.
This report is solely for information purposes and does not constitute a request or an invitation or a recommendation to buy or sell any stock that is mentioned here. Private clients should obtain personal advice at their
bank or investment house and should keep in mind that prices and dividends of equities can rise and fall and
that nobody can give a guarantee of the future development of equities. The author of this report and the SRCScharff Research und Consulting GmbH commit themselves on a unsolicited basis to having no long or shortpositions in equities or derivatives related to equities mentioned in this report.
Reproduction, distribution or publishing this report and its content as a whole or in parts is only allowed with
approval of SRC management written form. With acceptance of this document you agree with all regulations
mentioned here and all general terms and conditions you will find at any time at our website www.srcresearch.de.
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